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— Subham Kumar Gupta
Production Engineering

Batch 2015-19
B.I.T Sindri
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Walking inside campus and nearby
market with friends in evening
,playing volleyball, carrom,
celebrating birthday parties,
semester result party

Friends in hostel are very
supportive and friendly . They
inspire me for study and praise
my dedication towards my goal

Being a hindi medium student I
scored good in my academics and
currently I rank 7 th Position in my
branch

About 
Subham
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My father has a very small Bussiness in village and I can’t imagine to buy a laptop
or study in any other private college or NIT’s without loan. It has been possible for
me to study Engineering only due to the lowest fee for B.Tech in Bit Sindri. And
with the help of kind initiative by Anant Prayas my need of laptop has also
fullfilled here.

FACT
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There are various needs and
benefits some of which are Practice
of CAD and Solid work model
Preparation of final year project
Making Resume for placement ,
reading pdf , taking online tests etc.



I came to know about this first time in facebook but 
thought why anyone would distribute laptop to 

students from his money. But later when One of my 
friend got it and explained me about Anant effort 
for needy students then I applied in next  round.

Tears came out of my eyes when I saw the message 
for my final selection. My parents are surprised & 
happy to know that my college has such alumni 
who care about the students need during their 

study.
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I would like to thank all the alumnous who are
supporting Anant prayas team for distributing laptop to
the students at the time of their crucial need.

This effort would really prove to be ANANT itself oneday
as it is supporting those students who have good
academics but unable to purchase laptop during their
study period. I would request all the alumni to come
forward and support Anant prayas as it helps the student
of our Alma matter to achieve their dream. By the
support of all of you the day will come when all the
needy applicant could get laptop.
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BECAUSE SOMEONE CARED
WE WIN EVERYDAY



THANK YOU Slide prepared by Subham.

Thanks for viewing.


